
PEPS-II.1

PEPS contractions, needed for computing expectation values, are #P hard when performed exactly.

Various schemes for performing PEPS contractions approximately have been and continue to be proposed

(this is a question at the cutting edge of current research). We describe three schemes: 

(i) using purely MPS methodology, (ii) using 2D transfer matrices; and (iii) using corner transfer matrices.

PEPS via finite-size MPS1.

Goal: reduce PEPS computations to familiar MPS computations ('reuse code'). 

[Verstraete2004]  (proof-of-principle application: spin 1/2 Heisenberg model on 4x4 lattice)

[Murg2007] Murg, Verstraete, Cirac: (2D hard-core bosons = 2D XY model in uniform field)

Strategy for PEPS ground state search:

(i) imaginargy time evolution: 

initial PEPS
Trotter time step

(ii) truncate back to       , via variational compression (one tensor at a time) of 

Computation of can be performed by repeated application of MPOs to MPS !

(i) Trotter time evolution [Murg2007, Sec. IV]

: even,        : odd,         : horizontal,          : vertical

Apply one such factor to all corresponding bonds:

Following bad habit of PEPS literature, we mostly drop arrows in our diagrams below…

yields new 

time-evolved PEPScompressed PEPS

physical
bonds

PEPS II: Contraction Techniques
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1. 
reshape

4. reshape

2. 
SVD

3. 
time 

   evolve

Reshape 5-leg PEPS tensors into 3-leg MPS form.1.

(suggested by A. Weichselbaum) SVD to project 2. -dim space onto           (making step 3. cheaper) 

Time-evolve. This causes increase in dimension of central bond from          to         . 3.

Reshape 3-leg MPS tensors back into 5-leg PEPS form. These define the time-evolved PEPS.

Its central bond dimension must still be decreased, using variational compression in step (ii) below.

4.

4'. To get a good starting point for (ii), one may use SVD to truncate central bond from           to      . 

    (Note: performing only this truncation, without subsequently performing (ii), would yield a suboptimal 

     result, since this truncation includes no information about environment of open legs. By contrast, such 

     information is included during variational compression (ii), hence the latter is essential.

reshape
4'. 

truncate

either
full time-evolved PEPS tensors,

for use in

or

cheaper time-evolved PEPS tensors,
to initialize variational optimization in (ii)

Comment: when reshaping, a big       -space is split into the direct product of 3 smaller      -spaces. 

This involves much freedom, which should be used to minimize entanglement. That is partially 

achieved as a byproduct of the variational compression of (ii), but more direct strategies, involving 

'disentanglers' (to be discussed in a subsequent lecture), might lead to further improvements.
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(ii) Variational compression [Meng2007, Sec. II]

To compute the overlaps in        , we need objects like 

where is 4-leg tensor with bond dimension

'double layer PEPS'

View first and last rows of double-layer PEPS as MPSs, and rows in between as MPOs.

Each application of an MPO increases bond dimension:

variational 
compression

Iteratively apply MPOs. In last step, apply to obtain

which looks like a contracted MPS.

For one can proceed similarly, but with one        missing from lower (bra) layer,

and correspondingly some open legs.

In this manner, compute and                  , then solve                                    for 

Sweep until convergence, the converged result yields             . Then return to (i), with next Trotter gate.  

Results for ground state energy [Murg2007]
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Bond dimension was 
increased at three 
distinct times, each 
yielding further 
decrease in ground 
state energy.

Accuracy and numerical efficiency

for

for

particle number, should be conserved

[computations were performed on a workstation
with 3.0 GHz Intel-Xeon processor]

Main bottleneck:    # multiplications , memory 

11 x 11 lattice with  D=5 took 55 hours for 1 time step, and required 2 GB memory.

'going beyond D=5 is difficult at the moment'  (2007).

By now,  is possible when exploiting non-Abelian symmetries.
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PEPS-II.2

[Jordan2008]: Jordan, Orus, Vidal, Verstraete, Cirac, for 2D quantum Ising model

Goal: exploit translational invariance, by borrowing tools from iTEBD.

Strategy: represent entire lattice in terms of just two tensors, 

double-layer PEPS system-environment time-evolved version variational compression

(i) Choose specific bond between two tensors,                forming unit cell.

  Compute 'environment',              , built from             too, using transfer matrix tools and iTEBD.

(ii) Perform imaginary time evolution on specified bond between active sites, 

(iii) Use variational compression, involving                          , to compress             down to 

Then move to next bond and iterate…

Overall structure

Exploit translational invariance:

Use two-site 'active' unit cell, 

for bipartite covering of lattice.

Then iPEPS depends on 

coefficients.

Single-layer iPEPS:

Double-layer iPEPS:

(i) Contract out environment for specified bond

Approximate the double-layer iPEPS,        ,

by an infinite strip, 

(either horizontally, vertically, or diagonally),

surrounding the active sites.

e.g. bond r

2. Infinite-size PEPS (iPEPS)
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(either horizontally, vertically, or diagonally),

surrounding the active sites.

Approximate strip     by 'environment',

encoded in six E-tensors, 

Computation of strip       using transfer matrix methods

Define transfer matrix, R, built from two infinite rows of a, b:

Compute its dominant right eigenvector,             :

then 

represents entire 'upper half plane'  (above active sites).

In practice: 

cost:

is computed using iTEBD methods, with          instead of                 as  'evolution' operator.

Similarly: compute dominant left eigenvector, 

represents lower half-plane.then 

Next, define transfer matrix S from 

the six tensors a, b, C, D, C', D': 

Compute its dominant left eigenvector, 

then represents left part of strip.

Similarly, compute its dominant right eigenvector, 

then represents right part of strip. 
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Construction of E-tensors representing environment

Note: 'open up' those double-legs from double-layer tensors 

a, b (and C, D, C', D', X, X') which are connected with 

single-layer tensors A, B, A*, B*. 

Thus, environment (computed from          ) is represented by 

(ii) Imaginary time evolution of active basis sites

'gate' acting only on a left-legproduct over all left legs

Time-evolve, e.g. for r-bond: (PEPS-II.1.6)

(e.g. for r-bond)

(iii) Compress               to               via variational compression

Find new tensors,            (with bond dimensions        ), which maximize overlap with time-evolved state.

variationally

maximize
overlap:

time-evolved 
state

compressed 
version
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The updated A', B' define the new iPEPS. Move to next bond, and iterate steps (i) to (iii) until convergence.

'Full update': recompute environment after each time step (most accurate, most expensive)-

'Fast full update': use same environment for several time steps (less accurate, faster)-

'Simple update': don't compute full environment, but approximate it using bond tensors 

(least accurate, but often still reasonable, by far the fastests)

-

Results for transverse field Ising model [Jordan2008]

magnetization

distance
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PEPS-II.3

Goal: more efficient comutaion of environmnt tensor; flexible unit cell.

Figures from

[Bruognolo2020]

Original idea of 'corner transfer matrix': [Baxter1968], [Baxter1978]

First application in tensor-network context: [Nishino1996], with Okunishi: 'corner transfer RG'

In PEPS context:

[Orus2009], with Vidal: proof-of-principle for 2D quantum Ising model

[Corboz2010], wih Jordan, Vidal: spinless fermions with nearest-neigbor interactions; t-J model

[Corboz2011], with White, Vidal, Troyer: stripes in t-J model

[Corboz2014], with Rice, Troyer: t-J model (competitive results!)

[Ponsioen2019], with Chung, Corboz (extended 2D Hubbard model)

[Bruognolo2020], with Li, von Delft (PEPS review for beginners)    [notation of this review is used below]

Notation

local tensor conjugate local tensor

contracting out physical indices

detail relevant 
for fermions:

[more sophisticated version of iPEPS]3. Corner Transfer Matrix (CTM) 
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Variable unit cell [Corboz 2011] 

single-site
unit cell:

4-site
unit cell:

6-site

unit cell:

cannot capture spontaneous symmetry breaking

compatible with antiferromagnetic order

could begin to show onset of striped order

For systems with spontaneous symmetry breaking,

one needs to vary size of unit cell, to accommodate 

various types of order…

t-J model
filling

Corner transfer matrix approach: main idea

Represent environment of 2x2 'zooming window' in terms of 12 terms: 

8 transfer tenors (T's), 4 corner tensor (C's). [Here:  2x2 unit cell. Generalization to larger ones is straightforward]

Bond dimensions:
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Bond dimensions:

CTM coarse-graining move: insertion to the left

Instead of , repeatedly: (i) insert unit cell, (ii) absorb row, (iii) renormalize

+ T's

CTM coarse-graining move: insertion at the top

+ T's

identical

identical

truncation

truncation

truncation
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One 'cycle' = insertion/absorption/renormalization at left, top, right, bottom. 

Repeat cycle numerous times until convergence (e.g. of local observables). 

There is no clear 'optimal way' to perform the renormalization, due to lack of a canonical form. 

Trial and error, room for creativity! 

see [Orus2009], [Corboz2010a], [Corboz2014-Supplement] = [Bruognolo2020]

Optimization of M-tensors in zoom-window

Most PEPS-workers use Trotter imaginary-time evolution, as proposed in [Jordan2008] for iPEPS.

Factorize                into 

nearest-neighbor two-site gates, etc. 

Longer-ranged interactions are also possible.  [Corboz2010], [Corboz2013]-

Alternative approaches: variational optimization of -

Side remarks: 

[Corboz2016], 

[Vanderstraeten2016]  'gradient method'

full update, using CTM environment  [most accurate, but computationally expensive]-

simple update, in spirit of iTEPD, with         treatment of neighboring bonds 
[less accurate (with systematic errors), much cheaper!]

-

After application of Trotter gate to a bond, truncation ('bond projection') is needed. Two options:

start from random PEPS-

initially use large time steps, small bond dimensions-

gradually reduce time steps when SVD spectra converge, down to -

Iteration scheme:
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